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Why Salary Range Transparency? 
 
  
Including salary range on job postings may not seem like a big deal, but it can lead to 
greater transparency around pay in general, and greater equity in the field. It is 
beneficial to both employer and job seeker, and helps put both parties on more equal 
footing. 
  
Employers expect job seekers to share what they bring to the table--usually in the form 
of a resume, cover letter, and references. In the same way, it is reasonable for job 
seekers to expect to know what the employer offers in return.  
  
Salary is one helpful indicator that a job is or isn’t right for someone. Posting salaries 
can help both organizations and applicants save time by not pursuing opportunities 
that aren’t the right fit. It’s frustrating and wasteful for both parties to put in a 
significant amount of time that ultimately doesn’t work out because of salary. This is 
especially relevant in a field like ours in which title is not necessarily indicative of pay 
level, nor consistent across the field. 
 
Data shows that men benefit more from negotiation than women, because current 
societal norms and stereotypes award men for assertive behaviors, whereas women 
are conversely penalized for those same behaviors. This means that even when women 
are trained to negotiate (which is often not the case), employers view their negotiating 
negatively.  
 
In addition, not posting salaries contributes to a general lack of transparency around 
pay: potential and current employees don’t understand how their salary compares to 
others. Employees can’t know if they’re being underpaid. Likewise, employers can’t 
assess fair market salaries without the data. 
Salary range transparency also helps organizations find the right candidates first, 
simplifying processes, and filtering out candidates who are not the right match for the 
position. This form of transparency encourages and assures budget alignment. When 
working with candidates directly, salary range transparency streamlines negotiation 
and allows for effective communication with candidates, as well. And of course, when 
applied internally with current employees, it creates the possibility, with salary 
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ganding and a more robust compensation philosophy, for a system for advancement 
and salary increases that is respectful, efficient and transparent as well.  
 
  
Not including salary range makes it easier for organizations to engage in 
inequitable practices. 
  
Similarly, asking job seekers to provide salary requirements and/or salary history 
(now illegal in many states and localities) perpetuates underpayment. These practices 
are not equitable, and disproportionately hurt women, people of color, and other 
historically marginalized communities. When employers post a job, they know they 
have a budget in mind, and the easiest way to avoid these big equity “no-nos” is to 
share it! 
  

Simply put, we believe that salary range transparency: 
 

• Is evidence of an organizational commitment to transparency, trust, and 
equity 

• Improves motivation, loyalty and performance and inspires trust in current 
and future employees 

• Supports the reach for “right fit” for both employers and job seekers  
• Helps to facilitate fair and equitable negotiations between employers and 

job seekers, especially for women and people of historically marginalized 
communities 

• Guarantees that both employers and prospective employees’ time is used 
most efficiently 

• Streamlines hiring by filtering out candidates who are not a match 
• Removes an obstacle to the further widening of pay and equity gaps that 

continue to affect women and people of historically marginalized 
communities 

• Mitigates implicit bias and stereotyping on the way into the hiring process 
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